ATC DRAW PIT - DETAILS OF CONTROLLER PLINTH
(TYPE C 2000 & C 3000 FOR USE ON HONG KONG ISLAND ONLY)

Note:
1. See H2157 for general notes.
2. Internal dimensions of controller plinth to suit size of iron root.

NEW DETAILS

100 x 100 U.P.V.C. 90° Knuckle

6 Dia. nylon draw wire to ATC draw pit

6 Nos. 100mm U.P.V.C. cable ducts routing to suit site conditions and draw pit locations.

50mm Ø drain hole

Kerb line

Iron root (See Note 14 in H2157)

U.P.V.C. duct 50mm min. for earthing wire and to ATC earthpit

For power cable

To ATC draw pit

Footway level
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Note:
1. See H2157 for general notes.
2. Internal dimensions of controller plinth to suit size of iron root.